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INTRODUCTION

ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE (AD) and other types of dementia

can be diagnosed by brain radionuclide tomography by
characteristic patterns of perfusion.1–4 However, diag-
nosis of AD by visual interpretation of brain perfusion
SPECT shows great inter-observer variation,5 which may
decrease the diagnostic effectiveness of SPECT. Sta-
tistical manipulation of PET or SPECT images after an-
atomical standardization, including three-dimensional
stereotactic surface projection (3D-SSP)6–9 and statis-
tical parametric mapping,10 may eliminate inter-observer
variations, and may detect subtle changes indiscernible
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by human eyes. Utilization of these methods succeeded
in identifying subtle decreases in glucose metabolism11

or brain perfusion12,13 in posterior cingulated gyri and pre-
cunei in very early AD.

A beneficial effect of additional 3D-SSP on visual
interpretation of 18F-FDG PET for diagnosis of AD is
reported using receiver operating characteristics (ROC)
analysis.14 However, to our knowledge, such a beneficial
effect of 3D-SSP has not been measured for brain perfu-
sion SPECT. Also automated diagnosis of AD through
numerical indices derived from 3D-SSP of brain perfu-
sion SPECT is still sparse. The purpose of the present
study was to compare performances through ROC analy-
sis between visual interpretation of brain perfusion SPECT
with and without 3D-SSP images and an automated di-
agnosis by 3D-SSP images in diagnosing AD, which
included patients in its very early phase.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Subjects
Materials were 90 studies of 99mTc-ethyl cysteinate dimer
(ECD) brain perfusion SPECT, consisting of 50 studies in
25 patients with AD and 40 studies in 40 healthy volun-
teers. Each of the patients underwent two SPECT studies
separated by a mean of 447 days (range, 328–773).

The patients, 10 men and 15 women with a mean age of
71.2 years (range, 52–84) at the time of the first SPECT,
had been followed at an outpatient clinic of memory
disorders in the National Center Hospital for Mental,
Nervous, and Muscular Disorders. All of the patients
presented with minor memory disturbance without signs
and symptoms of dementia, and none was diagnosed with
AD at the initial presentation. Board-certified psychia-
trists of the clinic diagnosed the patients as probable AD
during the follow-up based on both DSM-IV and NINCDS-
ADRDA criteria15,16 after exclusion of other diseases by
brain MRI. Means of mini-mental state examination
(MMSE) score17 were 26.0 ± 1.46 (range, 24–28) and 22.1
± 4.42 (range, 14–29) at the time of the first and second
SPECT, respectively. In this study, all of the SPECT
studies of the patients were deemed to be those of AD even
when the clinical diagnosis of AD was not made at the
time of SPECT. Precise time from the initial presen-
tation to the clinical diagnosis of AD was not obtain-
able from the medical records of the patients.

The healthy volunteers were 22 men and 18 women
with a mean age of 71.8 years (range, 60–84). Mean
MMSE score was 28.2 ± 2.09 (range, 22–30). Written
informed consent was obtained before participation. The
ethics committee of NCHMNM approved the recruitment
of healthy volunteers. The volunteers passed neuropsy-
chiatric examinations, 99mTc-ECD SPECT, and brain
MRI with normal results.

Image generation
Technetium-99m ECD at a dose of 600 MBq was intrave-
nously injected with the patient’s eyes closed in a quiet
room. Ten minutes after the injection, a three-head SPECT
system (Multispect3, Siemens, Malvern, PA, USA),
equipped with low-energy, high-resolution, fan-beam
collimators, operated in a step-and-shoot mode to collect
a set of projection images. The acquisition protocol was
24 projection images arranged at 5-degree intervals for
each head, sampling time of 50 seconds at each head
position, and 128 × 128 matrices. The image set was
processed with a Hanning filter of 0.7 cycle/cm followed
by reconstruction of transverse images with Shepp-Logan
filtered back projection. Attenuation correction of Chang’s
method was applied assuming an attenuation coefficient
of 0.09/cm. A set of color-coded SPECT images in trans-
verse, sagittal, and coronal planes were printed on a sheet
of 28-by-21 cm glossy photo paper (Fig. 1A).

Then, 3D-SSP images were created according to the
reports6–10 on a computer workstation by software li-
censed from the originators, and printed on a sheet of 28-
by-21 cm paper (Fig. 1B). A set of 3D-SSP images was
composed of eight projection images of Z values over the
brain surface. The Z values were calculated on a pixel-by-
pixel basis by the following equation9 after anatomical
standardization6–8 to compensate for inter-individual vari-
ation in brain shape. Z = (mean of normalized pixel value
of normal database − normalized pixel value of a pa-
tient)/SD of the database. SPECT studies composing
the normal database for 3D-SSP were the same as those
reported by Kogure et al.12

Image interpretation
Sixteen nuclear medicine physicians from eight institu-
tions participated in an image interpretation experiment.
Careers in nuclear medicine varied from 1 to 20 years,
and two of them were experts in nuclear neurology. The
experts were from the data source institution. Self-re-
ported experience with 3D-SSP of brain perfusion SPECT
for AD is shown in Table 1. Thirteen of the participants
gathered to form two general sessions held 12 weeks
apart. Three physicians finished two sessions at their own
institutions 4 weeks apart outside the general sessions.

The physicians independently interpreted only SPECT
images in the first session, and both SPECT and 3D-SSP
images in the second session. They were not informed of
the patients’ age, gender, or other clinical information
except for the fact that the materials comprising normal
and AD cases. They also were not informed of the number
of the AD cases. The order of inspection in the second
session, SPECT first or 3D-SSP first, was left to the
participants. The cases were reviewed in the same order in
the first and second sessions for each observer.

They reported the probability of AD for each case
according to a subjective linear scale ranging from 0%
(normal) to 100% (definite AD) in both of the sessions.
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They were requested not to report a possibility of 50%.
Time required for reviewing each case was measured by
recording the start and finish time of the interpretation for
the case.

At the beginning of the sessions, the participants re-
ceived lectures, and practiced on one normal SPECT
study and four studies of two patients. The studies for

practice were not included in the study materials. Allotted
time for the lecture and practice was 30 minutes in total.
The lecture before the first session explained the typical
SPECT findings in AD and diagnostic criteria of SPECT.
The criteria were hypoperfusion of bilateral posterior
cigulate gyri and precunei in the very early phase,12,13

additional hypoperfusion in the bilateral medial temporal

A

B
Fig. 1   Representative color-coded SPECT images (A) and 3D-SSP images (B) used for the image
interpretation experiment. A SPECT image set in A comprised transverse (the first to the second line),
sagittal (the third to the fourth line), and coronal images (the fifth to the seventh line). An image set in
B comprises images normalized to the thalami in the first line, to the cerebral global mean in the second
line, to the cerebellum in the third line, to the pons in the fourth line, and to primary sensory cortex in
the fifth line. Images in each line of B are, from left to right, right lateral, left lateral, superior, inferior,
anterior, posterior, right mid-sagittal, and left mid-sagittal view.
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lobes in the early phase,1–5 and bilateral temporoparietal
hypoperfusion with or without uni- or bi-lateral frontal
hypoperfusion in the advanced phase.1–5 Perfusion of the
sensorimotor cortex, occipital cortex, and cerebellum is
not reduced in any of the phases.4 In the lecture before the
second session, they were instructed to rely mostly on the
3D-SSP images normalized to the cerebral global mean
among the five sets of the 3D-SSP images for inspection
in this experiment.

Data analysis
The diagnostic gold standard in a subsequent analysis was
the final diagnosis made by the psychiatrists as described.
Receiver operating characteristics (ROC) curves were
generated for each observer using a SSP version 10

statistical software package. In the processing, two rela-
tive cumulative frequency curves were derived from
histograms of the probability given to AD cases and to
normal cases by each observer. Data on the two curves at
the same probability value yielded true positive rate and
false positive rate. By changing the probability, an ROC
curve was generated. Probability greater than 50% was
deemed as positive diagnosis of AD for an analysis by 2
× 2 contingency table to calculate sensitivity and specificity.

Diagnostic performance was also assessed for an auto-
mated diagnosis method. The automated diagnosis was
defined as diagnosis solely based on a mean of the Z
values in the predefined region of interest (ROI) in the
posterior cigulate gyrus and precuneus on 3D-SSP images
(Fig. 2) normalized to cerebral global mean. Means of the
Z values, i.e. pixel values, in the ROI’s on the right and left
cerebral hemispheres were calculated separately. Then an
average of the two was calculated as a representative Z
value for the automated diagnosis. ROC curves were
generated in the same way as ROC analysis of the SPECT
inspection replacing AD probability with the representa-
tive Z values.

Statistical test
Areas under the ROC curves (Az’s) were calculated with
SPSS statistical software (version 10) according to the
Metz method.18,19 Paired t-test was employed to test
differences in interpretation time between the individual
physicians and between the inspection modes, as well as
to test differences in Az’s between the two modes of
visual interpretation. The statistical tests for the other
indices were noted in the RESULTS section. Probability
values less than 5% were deemed significant.

RESULTS

Interpretation time of inspection of SPECT only was
longer in 9, same in 3, and shorter in 4 of the 16 observers
than that of inspection of both SPECT and 3D-SSP (Table
1). Inspection time differed significantly among the phy-
sicians (ANOVA, p = 0.0009). But, the mean of inter-
pretation time of the 16 physicians was not significantly
changed between inspection of SPECT only and that of
SPECT with 3D-SSP (Table 1, p = 0.30).

Representative ROC curves of one physician (Physi-
cian C in Table 1) are shown in Figure 3. In the case of this
physician, Az for visual interpretation of SPECT alone
was significantly smaller than that for both SPECT and
3D-SSP (p < 0.05), although the greatest Az was obtained
by the automated diagnosis. The same trend, the greatest
Az for the automated diagnosis followed by visual inter-
pretation of SPECT with 3D-SSP, was observed in all but
one of the participating physicians (Table 1). The auto-
mated diagnosis yielded a specificity of 70% and sen-
sitivity of 90% using the threshold Z value of 0.384, or
specificity of 78% and sensitivity of 80% using the thresh-

Fig. 2   Regions of interest placed in the right (R) and left (L)
posterior cingulated gyri and precunei on the mid-sagittal 3D-
SSP templates for the automated diagnosis to calculate a mean
Z value. Difference in the ROI shapes was the result of a study
by some of the authors (submitted).

Fig. 3   Representative ROC curves of a physician (Physician C
in Table 1) for inspection of SPECT alone (SPECT), inspection
of SPECT with 3D-SSP (SPECT + 3D-SSP), and the automated
diagnosis (3D-SSP).
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old Z value of 0.506 by the ROC analysis.
Mean Az of the 16 doctors for visual interpretation of

SPECT alone (mean ± SD, 0.679 ± 0.058; range, 0.550–
0.754) was significantly smaller than that for visual inter-
pretation of both SPECT and 3D-SSP (mean ± SD, 0.778
± 0.060; range, 0.659–0.893, p = 0.0001). Az for the
automated diagnosis (0.883) was significantly greater
than the mean Az for both modes of visual interpretation
(Metz method,18,19 p < 0.05 for both). Inter-observer
variation of diagnostic performances (SD of Az’s) was
not significantly different between visual interpretations
of SPECT and SPECT with 3D-SSP (Levence statistics,
p = 0.857, Fig. 4). The automated diagnosis gave the same
Az for repeated trials to result in complete reproducibility.

The analysis by 2 × 2 contingency table showed that
sensitivity was lower in 9, not changed in 1, and higher in
6 of the 16 participants by the addition of 3D-SSP, while
specificity for visual interpretation of both SPECT and
3D-SSP was higher in 12, equal in one, and lower in three
doctors of the 16 participants (Table 2). Mean sensitivity
did not change (p = 0.457, Wilcoxon signed rank test),
but mean specificity increased significantly (p < 0.016,
Wilcoxon signed rank test) by the addition of 3D-SSP.

Table 1   Comparison of diagnostic performances by ROC analysis and time efficiency

Area under the ROC curve Time required Change in Self-reported
Phy- by the inspection for the inspection inspection  experience
sician SPECT SPECT   time   with

SPECT
with 3D-SSP

SPECT
with 3D-SSP by addition 3D-SSP for AD

(Az ± SD) (Az ± SD) (s/case) (s/case) of 3D-SSP#  (cases)

A 0.704 ± 0.054   0.893 ± 0.036* 44 34 S 600
B 0.752 ± 0.051 0.850 ± 0.040 64 54 S 250
C 0.667 ± 0.057 0.833 ± 0.042 80 50 S 0
D 0.657 ± 0.058 0.828 ± 0.043 37 25 S 100
E 0.754 ± 0.052 0.825 ± 0.043 38 35 UC 20
F 0.728 ± 0.054 0.809 ± 0.046 71 48 S 20
G 0.718 ± 0.054 0.802 ± 0.047 65 90 L 0
H 0.648 ± 0.059 0.777 ± 0.048 45 53 L 70
I 0.673 ± 0.058 0.775 ± 0.049 57 48 S 20
J 0.699 ± 0.055 0.763 ± 0.050 33 43 L 0
K 0.607 ± 0.061 0.732 ± 0.052 84 73 S 5
L 0.662 ± 0.057 0.731 ± 0.054 90 95 UC 30
M 0.550 ± 0.062 0.731 ± 0.053 42 62 L 5
N 0.748 ± 0.055     0.729 ± 0.053** 48 33 S 10
O 0.706 ± 0.055 0.715 ± 0.054 57 60 UC 100
P 0.595 ± 0.060 0.659 ± 0.057 42 30 S 50

Mean 0.679 0.778 56 53 — 80
SD 0.058 0.060 17 20 — 148
CV 0.084 0.062 0.31 0.38 — 1.85

Note: Area under the ROC curve (Az) by the automated diagnosis was 0.883 ± 0.037, which was significantly greater (Metz method)
than those of SPECT and SPECT with 3D-SSP.

* Az of inspection of SPECT with 3D-SSP exceeded the Az of the automated diagnosis in this physician only.
** Addition of 3D-SSP to SPECT lessened the Az in this physician only.

# Results of paired t-test (p = 0.01): S, shortened; UC, unchanged; L, lengthened.

Fig. 4   Distribution of Az’s grouped by the modes of diagnosis.
Name of the groups is the same as Figure 3. Upper and lower
ends of the boxes represent 75 and 25 percentile. Horizontal bars
denote means. Variation in Az’s was not different between
SPECT and SPECT + 3D-SSP.
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DISCUSSION

We utilized two sets of brain perfusion SPECT for each
AD patient. The aim of this design was to ensure a wide
range of severity of AD would be available ranging from
the pre-clinical stage to clinically detectable stage. Though
none of the patients fulfilled the clinical diagnostic criteria
of AD at the time of the first SPECT, they were regarded
as the cases of AD in this study. Such patients, not meeting
NICS-ADRDA criteria but having hypoperfusion in the
posterior cingulate gyri, were included as AD in two other
studies13,20 besides this study. Inclusion of very early, or,
pre-clinical AD is an important point of the study, which
influenced the diagnostic performance of the physicians.
We compared diagnostic power of two modes of in-
spection, SPECT alone and SPECT with 3D-SSP in the
present experiment. We did not measure the diagnostic
performance of inspection of 3D-SSP images alone. The
intervals of 3 to 12 weeks between the two sessions were
intended to reduce bias arising from observers’ familiar-
ity with the study materials.

This study revealed that addition of 3D-SSP images to
SPECT inspection enhanced diagnostic performances of
the nuclear medicine physicians in diagnosing AD. Areas
under the ROC curve (Table 1) and specificity (Table 2)
increased, whereas sensitivity and inter-observer varia-
tion did not. One factor accounting for these results may

be the inclusion of SPECT of very early AD. Very subtle
change made the detection of abnormality difficult re-
sulting in the low sensitivity. The absence of landmarks
on 3D-SSP images to identify the posterior cingulated
gyri may be another factor. The absence of landmarks
may make distinction between image noise and true
hypoperfusion difficult, and thus sensitivity was not im-
proved with the addition of 3D-SSP to SPECT inspection.
Although there were physicians with very limited experi-
ence with 3D-SSP (Table 1), inspection time did not
change as a whole, and over half of the physicians short-
ened their inspection time. Thus we think 3D-SSP is a
useful adjunct in the brain perfusion SPECT interpreta-
tion.

Improvement of diagnostic accuracy by addition of
3D-SSP images has been reported previously for 18F-
FDG brain PET.14 The performance of the doctors in the
present study is worse, with Az of SPECT inspection
smaller than 0.9, than that of the doctors in PET inspec-
tion.14 A possible reason for the different diagnostic per-
formances is that image resolution was worse in our
SPECT than their PET. Images obtained by lower resolu-
tion system are reported to result in smaller Az’s than
those obtained by higher resolution.21 Another possible
reason is the non-linear relation between flow and accu-
mulation of 99mTc-ECD. Extraction of 99mTc-ECD in the
brain diminishes at high flow rates,22 and thus image
contrast between areas of reduced and normal flow is
lessened making detection of hypoperfusion difficult. In
addition, differences in the study population may be, at
least in part, responsible for the difference in diagnostic
performance.

For the automated diagnosis by 3D-SSP, we chose the
average of the two mean Z values of the bilateral posterior
cingulate gyri and precunei as the diagnostic criterion.
Since reduced glucose metabolism or hypoperfusion in
these areas is reported to be present in very mild to
moderate AD,11–13,20 we expected that sensitive diag-
nosis of AD from its early phase was possible with this
criterion. As a result, we attained a specificity of 70% to
keep with the specificity of 90% by the threshold Z value
of 0.384. This result seems acceptable because half of the
AD cases were in its very early phase, in which other
diagnostic imaging may be powerless.

Accuracy, i.e. Az, of the automated diagnosis out-
weighed both types of inspection. Also the automated
diagnosis showed much smaller variation in performance,
i.e. SD of Az’s, than the physicians. This finding may
indicate that AD could be diagnosed more reproducibly
by the automated method based on 3D-SSP images than
by visual inspection. However, this result cannot be
generalized, since there is population bias of the study
materials and the physicians. Inclusion of pre-clinical
AD intuitively makes the inspection difficult (study pop-
ulation bias). Observer population bias is exemplified by
the fact that the two nuclear neurology experts in the par-

Table 2   Comparison of diagnostic performances by 2 × 2
contingency table

Diagnosis by Diagnosis by

Phy- SPECT SPECT with 3D-SSP

sician Sensitivity Specificity Sensitivity Specificity
(%)  (%) (%) (%)

A  76 45 90 72
B  68 70 58 90
C  45 68 64 85
D  72 58 68 87
E  86 47 94 47
F  88 33 94 55
G  58 85 56 92
H  78 50 60 75
I  78 53 70 65
J  78 45 70 75
K  66 58 42 92
L  74 50 66 72
M  88 23 92 12
N  88 55 80 50
O  42 88 76 60
P  52 60 52 62

Mean 71.3 55.5 70.8 68.2
SD 14.5 16.3 15.3 20.3
CV 0.20 0.29 0.22 0.30

Mean sensitivity was not different (p = 0.457), while mean
specificity was different (p < 0.016).
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ticipants (physician A, B in Table 1) were the top two
performers. Even if the results could be generalized,
physicians can still play important roles in pointing out
artifacts arising from inappropriate data handling and
presence of areas of hypoperfusion outside the target
areas to avoid misdiagnosing as AD.

Other methods of automated diagnosis of AD by PET
or SPECT are reported. Neural network approach yielded
Az of 0.95 and 0.87 for high resolution and low resolution
18F-FDG PET, respectively, for more advanced AD with
a mean MMSE score of about 1521 than in this study.
Posterior cingulate gyrus was not paid particular attention
in their study. Attained Az of 0.88 in the present study is
similar to Az of low resolution PET,21 even though our
study contained very early AD.

Singular value decomposition was adapted to brain
perfusion SPECT obtaining a diagnostic accuracy of 72%
for mild AD patients who were before conversion from
non-AD to probable AD as categorized by NINCS-
ADRDA criteria.13 The study of Helholtz et al.20 utilized
statistical parametric mapping to sum up t-values of the
voxels with their values smaller than 95% of the normal
database in the areas where characteristic hypometabo-
lism of FDG was observed. The summed t-value resulted
in Az of 0.93 for discriminating very mild AD (MMSE
> 24) from normal. The Az value is comparable to the
results of this study (Az = 0.883), considering that SPECT
was used instead of PET.

In conclusion, 3D-SSP enhanced specificity, but not
sensitivity, of SPECT inspection by the nuclear medicine
physicians with unchanged interpretation time as well as
inter-observer variation in this study. Performance of the
automated diagnosis, based on the mean Z value within
ROI drawn in the posterior cingulated gyri and precunei,
exceeded those of the physicians inspecting SPECT with
and without 3D-SSP in this study.
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